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Image courtesy Jam City's Harry Potter: Hogwarts Mystery, a mobile game developed by Jam City, boasts some very high production values for the mobile title. But don't let any of them fool you, because the iconic setting and characters are all just bait to lure you into yet another mobile pay-to-play cycle.
The Mystery of Hogwarts is similar to telltale games' own story title. Unfortunately, it's a game where elections really don't matter, the story rails down one direction and each measure costs some form of limited currency. The mystery of Hogwarts offers nothing, yet it expects your patronage. This title goes
out of its way to nickel-and-dime you, harassing you with mechanics designed to either force you to wait or pony it up. Image courtesy Jam City Three forms of in-game currency; Complete energy tasks, buy coins for extra story missions and character customization options, and gems to fill up your energy
meter and unlock more of the main story missions. I'm not kidding when I say almost every measure, except wandering around the Hogwarts halls, costs some form of payment. You're always spending energy, used mostly for fingerprints and occasional clues in sketch mini-games, learn spells and drinks,
engage in wizard duels, and usually move along the plot. But while you get currency only in the game, subsequent missions will require more demand for everything, more than you can earn in the game,-which you can either wait long before using the energy meter refill, or you could buy different amounts
of gems just to play. There are parts that are designed to drain your energy and patience as you are forced to wait. This is the dark truth to Hogwarts Mystery: despite all the beauty, it's just a pay-to-play free game. Image courtesy Jam City Set as a prequel to the original J.K. Rowling books, the custom-
made character begins as the first year of the Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. The story plays like a CliffsNotes version of Potter's Adventure; You can immediately get the wand, make friends, get sorted into a house (i.e. pick the house), get a rival and told the family's mysterious story in the
span of a few minutes. Really, it's an excuse for the player to run around in the classic version of Hogwarts, complete with the original arm. Image courtesy Jam City Something interesting about the Hogwarts Mystery is the assembled star's power. Not only that, the title reproduces the look of the original
Warner Bros. films produced, which is impressive in their own right, they also went and re-put together much of the film's cast of sound talent. Jam City received actors such as Michael Gambon, Gemma Jones, Zoe Wanamaker and Warwick Davis to play Dumbledore, Pomfrey, Hooch and Flitwick again.
You can even Maggie Smith to represent the role of Professor McGonagall to voice the intro to the game. It me off because they brought back all this talent just to waste such a pathetic little money-making title. As for wasted talent, this hobbit trilogy is mobile games. It takes all the good will earned from a
series of films that are made and great, by artists with a lot of talent and a lot of heart, only that it has become a cynical spin-off token appearances for beloved characters. I'm not saying we had to blow off our socks, but honestly, they could have done better than what we got. Image courtesy Jam City At
a time when console games are critically raked through the coals, and the Belgian government has declared loot boxes a form of gambling, the mobile gaming market continues to get away with similar predatory practices with impunity. Although I don't call Hogwarts Mystery a nadir for any trouble with
mobile games (anyone remember EA Dungeon Keeper Mobile?) this title is certainly one of the most unexethed. Hogwarts Mystery is a cash-in for Harry Potter books and movies, and even previous games, with quick short-term profits, obscur the brand's business-wise and are likely to be putting sour
taste in the mouths of fans. Simple gameplay, but waiting for more energy from the game is frustrating. Mobile game Harry Potter: Hogwarts Mystery in Jam City celebrates the second anniversary of the fan ... [+] competition Jam City / Portkey Games Two years since the launch of award-winning Harry
Potter RPG mobile game Harry Potter: Hogwarts Mystery, creators of Jam City exclusively revealed astonishing gameplay statistics and announced the competition for fans to see the dress design appear in the game. The Harry Potter mobile game sees players living the fantasy of attending Hogwarts
School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, taking part in challenges and games, exploring secrets and passing through several rites of passage through school while exploring the original mystery, using several familiar faces from the Harry Potter series. From ordering year 1 to becoming a prefect of Year 5, and
attending classes and forming friendships and rivalries, Jam City has created a customizable and ever-evolving story arc for players. In an exclusive reveal, Jam City shared that Harry Potter: Hogwarts Mystery has been given a staggering 35 billion minutes of play. During the game, players participated in
more than 50 million Quidditch matches, passed 2.1 million OWL exams and cast more than 2 billion spells! The two most popular Hogwarts houses are Gryffindor and Ravenclaw, and Niffler (shown in the Fantastic Beasts movie franchise) was the most popular magical creature. Harry Potter: Hogwarts
Mystery Anniversary Infographic: Part 1 Jam City/ Portkey Games After launching in 2018, Mystery has reached the highest-downloaded mobile game in #1 40 countries and received the 2018 Google Play Best of 2018 Fan Favorite award in five countries. To celebrate the second anniversary of the
game, Jam City offers players the opportunity to contribute to the game and see the design come to life this fall. Harry Potter: Hogwarts Mystery Anniversary Infographic: Part 2 Jam City/Portkey Games Beginning April 25, 2020, Harry Potter: Hogwarts Mystery will be taking costume design submissions
from fans, and one lucky fan will see the costume of the game come fall. Fans are asked to submit costume designs containing elements of all four Hogwarts Houses, three finalists will be selected and the winner will be selected with a vote of fans. The winning costume joins the growing selection of more
than 400 costumes in the game. Jam City also exclusively revealed that every player in the game will receive an extra gift for the game on April 25: a digital party onesie dress as well as Hogwarts House-specific slippers! House Common Rooms is also decorated with party decorations that allow players
to celebrate Hogwarts Mystery anniversary in-game. The official competition rules are announced via social media channels Hogwarts Mystery. For more information and to download the free-to-play game (with in-game purchases), visit the official harry potter: hogwarts mystery website. Share this article
Companies in this articleAs the goblins of Gringotts, free-to-play developers need to be both smart and calculating when it comes to managing people's money. There is a delicate balance to strike when it comes to monetization for mobile users - especially younger players - as being too aggressive in
tactics will see their retention plummet and revenues along with it. The majority of free-to-play games are primarily a marriage of impressive game mechanics and monetization options that allow players to enhance their experience. But in Jam City's Harry Potter: Hogwarts Mystery, there is another pillar of
the game: the narrative. By far the only free-to-play title to give players an ongoing story, the Harry Potter tie-in is arguably one of the more ambitious, styling itself as a full-fledged RPG that stretches through an entire seven-year stint as a Hogwarts student. Sometimes you feel like it could have been a
premium title, perhaps in the vein of Telltale's games, but Jam City chose a free-to-play experience to target the widest possible audience - and that raised eyebrows before launch. Josh Yguado, Jam CityWhen the game was first released there were a lot of questions about free-to-play and narrative
structure, whether it all comes together and whether it will provide the expectations of Potter fans, studio president Josh Yguado tells GamesIndustry.biz. I'd say pretty much how he is. The game first appeared as people started to really get into the game and spend time with it, the reviews went mixed to
be very, very good. The depth of content and quality of the writing has really made for an experience that fans have really, really gotten into. Jam City's data confirms that. In March 2019, less than a year after its release, Hogwarts Mystery collected 45 million downloads worldwide and surpassed revenue
of $100 million - the fastest game in the company's history. But, as Yguado says, there were questions about how monetises. Our sister site Eurogamer published an article shortly after launch, highlighting an excellent example: your character is trapped early in Devil's Snare and you need to devote
energy to ending and releasing the scene. Like all free-to-play titles, there is a limit to how much energy is available; to reload, either wait for the time to run out or pay for the upload. In eurogamer's example, this means that you essentially have to wait or pay to prevent the strangling of a child. This is a
strange way to start a game aimed at children (while Harry Potter's first fans are all adults, it remains primarily children's or family-friendly property). We create an experience that people can enjoy for years - and frankly we need to buy ourselves time to continue creating great content Yguado trusts that
this is narratively justified: We tried to create a game and write a story that has a stake that has dramatic moments that reflect the drama and emotions that he sees in movies and books. I don't think a dangerous situation is unique in our Harry Potter game when compared to movies and books. I don't
think the game is more violent or scary than any other Potter [stories]. There's no doubt we'll leave you with a rock climber... It seems that if the chapter of a book ends in a dramatic moment, sometimes at a dangerous moment, and then continues, then we're fine. If a movie scene, or even a television
scene, ends in a dramatic moment, and the next episode or scene solves this scary script, then we're fine. I hope we can measure our game with the same [standard]. It sounds reasonable so far, but the devil's snare also epitomises a stumbling block in the narrative Jam City has tried so hard to craft. By
its very nature, the energy limit, players can not move forward at their own pace. Every time they reach the story beat, the action comes with a hard break, while players arbitrarily tap into parts of the scene to fill the bars until the game is convinced that you're free to continue. Are you out of power? Pay or
come back later. Any other for storytelling, it would be a deal-breaker for the audience. Stories lose all momentum and are much less attractive when the plot suddenly comes to the Aside from the fantasy of being a Hogwarts student, much of the game's appeal rests on telling an authentic and original
Harry Potter story -- but perhaps it's contrary to the business model. After all, the goal of the free-to-play game is to monetise the audience. The devil's snare scene is an early example of how players can run out of energy and might have to wait or pay to solve a dangerous situation As I see that there are
a little different writing styles needed for film, TV, books and games, and you have to tell a story in a particular way in a free-to-play narrative that goes on for a very long time – says Yguado. Personally, I think our writers have done a wonderful job with an unexpected, fun, exciting story in this game. And I
don't think that's against the business model... the same way Dickens wrote for magazines before he wrote books, or television writers write for seasons, interactive episodes and chapters. This requires different types of writing at a different pace that I think may be true to the world of Harry Potter. The
pace also slows down as you move on from the story. When Hogwarts Mystery first launched, I knew it was my first year in a couple of weeks, reaching a new story beat or key scene every day or so. By the end of the second year, some tasks - especially the lessons that give XP - will actually require a
full power band before you start, or it will be impossible to complete them within the deadline. This means that you can have seven between chapters, spent weeks playing the same energy-guzzling hours over and over again to improve your character level or meet the requirements to unlock the next
scene. The business model and how we've implemented it in Harry Potter is thoughtful, reasonable, and doesn't take advantage of players in any way It's partly a necessity. Only five of the seven years have been added to the game, so it's likely the story will be completed by the end of 2019. The mystery
of Hogwarts is designed to last beyond that. If players are able to blitz through the story in a month, what will be left for them to return? Yguado admits that frankly there is a very tricky balance between in-game tasks and narrative and finding the right progress speed. He adds: I'm not saying that
whenever we have it right, I think we always try to make it better. In order to create really good content that includes writing, art, music, takes time. If everyone were able to get through all the content in a week, they wouldn't have a game to play next year. Almost every week, we drop new content, and to
some extent you have to give people and fans tasks other than reading the content, otherwise they would finish the experience very, very quickly. It's important to us experience that people can enjoy for years – and frankly, we need to buy ourselves some time to continue to create great content. Given
that Harry Potter appeals to such a young audience, Yguado ensures that Jam City takes monetising responsibly very seriously and maintains that free-to-play is actually a very decent business model, emphasizing that it is possible to get all Hogwarts Mystery content without paying. Lessons consume
more time and energy as you go along, and you stretch the gap between the most important story momentsIf you want to pass quickly, you pay for it, he says. Not everyone who plays our game pays, in fact, I'd say the majority don't. The business model, and in particular how we implemented it in Harry
Potter and the other titles is thoughtful, reasonable and does not take advantage of the players in any way. I think it's very good value for money – think of a movie where you can pay $5 or $10 to get two hours of fun, or a book where you spend $20 or $30 for a few hours. I think you get a lot of hours of
enjoyment in our games at a very, very reasonable price. The success of Hogwarts Mystery has so far cemented Jam City's current gaming strategy, and while other studios may be encouraged to seek out more licensing options, Yguado says plans to maintain a 50/50 balance between original IP and
games based on franchises like Harry Potter.The biggest takeaway was that the story-driven proposal is the best way to engage a larger audience for longer, and Jam City plans to explore this further in the future. There has never been a narrative RPG like this in the mobile market before, Yguado
concludes. It has given us confidence in the genre and we plan to eventually pursue more titles like this. We realized how important the deep story is in our games. I think you'll find many of the existing and future titles, narrative becomes an even more fundamental component of games that aren't
necessarily narrative-driven titles – like puzzle games, strategy, and even casino and board games.
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